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Proof of Concept Overview 
The scenarios for the proof of concept are all based on a wholesale business that supplies 
specialty products to retailers. The scenarios are based on the items that one might 
consider important when evaluating an ETL solution for a single data warehouse. 
 
The examples are all built around a wholesale shipments schema, with a set of source 
tables loaded with data and a set of target tables to be populated by the tools. The extract 
rules for the schema are simple, but should be enough to demonstrate basic and some 
advanced capabilities in the products. 
 
The afternoon will be a mix of discussion and demo, with the emphasis on showing how 
the products are used to accomplish specific tasks.  While the focus is on extraction, 
some of the scenarios or presentation topics involve showing other features like metadata 
management, data profiling or monitoring job execution. 
 
Because there’s no way to show the entire set of ETL for three vendors in the time 
allotted, we’ll be using different elements to show different features. For the scenarios 
listed we expect to see the features used to accomplish the task live. It isn’t expected that 
we can see the entire extract constructed for each scenario in the time given. However, a 
complete set of extracts is required in order to show how dependencies, scheduling and 
monitoring work. 
 
Demo time is limited so there are topics/scenarios labeled “time permitted” which we 
may not be able to show. They are included in case we have extra time at the end of the 
class. 

Scenario Overview 
In a proof of concept you provide to vendors all the source and target table definitions, 
extract rules and source data. Since this is meant to reflect the real ETL you’ll be doing, 
it’s a good idea to select both simple extracts and complex extracts or extracts that have 
problem data. When you provide this information, it should be formally documented so 
the vendor understands in detail what they are supposed to show. 
 
Part of the reason for selecting source data with quality problems is that this will show 
how a developer is expected to work within the tool. If all the extracts are based on ideal 
tables and data, as with standard vendor demos, then you won’t see what a developer 
really has to face when dealing with data exceptions. 
 
As a rule, you should have imperfect data, tables with relationship problems like different 
types on join or lookup columns, and you should always require the use of relational 
database in the proof of concept.  
 
Using a database is important because it will show you how the tool interacts with a 
database. Many vendor demos you see are based on text files as input and output, which 
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can avoid some of the difficulties when dealing with SQL since all the work is done 
directly in the ETL engine. 
 
For our scenarios, we will be using the following source and target schemas. The source 
schema consists of 12 tables with some of the common design problems found in source 
databases. 
 

Prod_mstr Prod_pkg Prod_price

Price_types

Ship_mthd Shipments

OrdersOrder_lines Cust

Cust_ship_to

Cust_bill_to

Net_terms

 
 
Among the problems are a mix of second and third normal form, multi-part keys, invalid 
foreign key constraints, and multiple join paths to the same data elements. In addition to 
the above tables there are two change-data-capture tables for the shipment and customer 
data. These are used for incremental extract examples. 
 
The target schema has seven dimension tables and one fact table. The fact table contains 
all shipments of order lines by day to customer addresses in the ship_to dimension. 
 

Product_dim

Time_dim

Order_dim

Promotion_dim

Ship_To_dim

Customer_dim

Ship_Method_dim

Wholesale_shipments_f

 
 
There are several things in this target schema that complicate the extracts. The time 
dimension is based on a fiscal calendar using 4 and 5 week periods rather than a simple 
date-based dimension. There is no source for this data, so it must be constructed by the 
ETL job. A non-data-driven extract is a challenge for some ETL products. The 
ship_method dimension has unique rows based on a multi-part key which can cause 
trouble for some ETL tools’ lookup functions. The specific details about extract rules and 
data are available at the end of this document. 
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Demo Scenarios / Topics 
The following section describes each of the presentation topics or scenarios that will be 
reviewed during the course. For each scenario, there is a list of directions or questions to 
be answered and a short view of the schema and data (if applicable). 
 
Included with the descriptions are sample criteria you might use during an evaluation so 
that you can score the vendors during the class. After this section there are responses 
from each of the vendors to all of the scenario questions so you have something to refer 
back to. 
  
1. Product Architecture Overview and ETL Perspective 
 
This is a short (5 minutes or less) presentation about the company, its products and its 
view of the ETL and data integration market. You should expect to hear answers to the 
following types of questions: 
 

• The product name or components used for this demo, whether all components are 
included in the base product and / or how it’s packaged. 

 
SAP BusinessObjects™ Data Services – a single platform supporting ETL and 
Data Quality 
 

• What is the core ETL product offering? 
 
SAP BusinessObjects™ Data Services 
 

• What optional components are provided? 
 

SAP BusinessObjects™ Metadata Manager - provides a single place to integrate 
and consolidate metadata, no matter where it comes from — whether it be 
Business Intelligence tools, the database, the ETL processes, or modeling tools.  
 
SAP BusinessObjects™ Data Insight - allows you to profile and assess your data, 
so that you understand the hidden problems and can plan your data quality 
strategy.  The technology allows you to continuously monitor your data through 
alerts. 
 
SAP BusinessObjects™ Data Federator – provides  on-demand data with virtual 
data integration. Quickly create a single view of multiple data sources, 
significantly reduce query time, and ensure your users' data is trustworthy, 
accurate and usable - even if it's outside your warehouse. 
 

• How are components / editions bundled? 
 

Stand-alone or add-on.  
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• What requirements are there for server installs, client installs, etc.? 

Data Services Job Server 
The Data Services Job Server starts the data movement engine that integrates data from 
multiple heterogeneous sources, performs complex data transformations, and manages 
extractions and transactions from ERP systems and other sources. The Data Services Job 
Server can move data in either batch or real-time mode and uses distributed query 
optimization, multithreading, in-memory caching, in-memory data transformations, and parallel 
processing to deliver high data throughput and scalability. 
 
While designing a job, you can run it from the Designer which tells the Job Server to run the 
job. The Job Server gets the job from its associated repository, then starts a Data Services 
engine to process the job. In your production environment, the Job Server runs jobs triggered 
by a scheduler or by a real-time service managed by the Data Services Access Server. In 
production environments, you can balance job loads by creating a Job Server Group (multiple 
Job Servers) which executes jobs according to overall system load. 

 
Data Services Access Server 
The Access Server is a real-time, request-reply message broker that collects message 
requests, routes them to a real-time service, and delivers a message reply within a user-
specified time frame. The Access Server queues messages and sends them to the next 
available real-time service across any number of computing resources. This approach 
provides automatic scalability because the Access Server can initiate additional real-time 
services on additional computing resources if traffic for a given real-time service is high. You 
can configure multiple Access Servers. 
 
Data Services Address Server 
The Data Services Address Server provides address validation and correction for the Global 
Address Cleanse EMEA engine and Global Suggestion Lists.  The Address Server must be 
started prior to processing data flows that contain the Global Suggestion List transform or the 
Global Address Cleanse transform with the EMEA engine enabled. 
 
Data Services Administrator 
The Administrator provides browser-based administration n of Data Services resources 
including: 
• Scheduling, monitoring, and executing batch jobs 
• Configuring, starting, and stopping real-time services 
• Configuring Job Server, Access Server, and repository usage 
• Configuring and managing adapters 
• Managing users 
• Publishing batch jobs and real-time services via Web services 
 
Data Services Designer 
The Designer is a development tool with an easy-to-use graphical user interface. It enables 
developers to define data management applications that consist of data mappings, 
transformations, and control logic. 
 
Use the Designer to create applications containing work flows (job execution definitions) and 
data flows (data transformation definitions). 
 
To use the Designer, create objects, then drag, drop, and configure them by selecting icons in 
flow diagrams, table layouts, and nested workspace pages. The objects in the Designer 
represent metadata. The Designer interface allows you to manage metadata stored in a Data 
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Services repository. From the Designer, you can also trigger the Data Services Job Server to 
run your jobs for initial application testing. 
 
Data Services repository 
The Data Services repository is a set of tables that hold user-created and predefined system 
objects, source and target metadata, and transformation rules. Set up repositories on an open 
client/server platform to facilitate sharing metadata with other enterprise tools. Store each 
repository on an existing RDBMS. 

 
Each repository is associated with one or more Data Services Job Servers which run the jobs 
you create. There are two types of repositories: 
 
• A local repository is used by an application designer to store definitions of Data Services 
objects (like projects, jobs, work flows, and data flows) and source/target metadata. 
 
• A central repository is an optional component that can be used to support multi-user 
development. The central repository provides a shared object library allowing developers to 
check objects in and out of their local repositories. 

 
• What external dependencies are there? For example, a license for a database to be 

used as a metadata repository. 
 

The Data Services repository can reside on an existing RDBMS or Data Services  
will provides a MySQL database during installation 

 
• What do you consider your sweet spot in applications or in industries? 
 

SAP Business Objects is an established leader in data integration with a strong 
presence in all industries, particularly in communications, financial services, 
consumer product goods, government, retail, and education.  

 
• What are your product’s strongest points? 

 
• Delivering Trusted Information 

• Ensure the accuracy of your data with data profiling, data cleansing, data 
validation, data auditing, and a data quality dashboard  

• Data lineage: Meet compliance requirements by providing traceability of 
data from BI report back to the original data source 

• Impact analysis: Ensure data integrity of the BI environment by seeing 
how a change in the data source impacts the entire BI environment 

 
 
Maximizing Developer Productivity 
• Easiest to use enterprise-class data integration product in the market 
• Single product for building, tuning, testing, and debugging ETL jobs 

 
Extreme ETL Scalability 
• Parallel performance architecture  
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• Provides both engine and push-down processing (ELT) for maximum data 
processing 

• Grid computing support 
 

 
• Why would a customer choose your product over others? 
 

SAP meets customer requirements by  providing: 
• The most flexible and broadest range of capabilities – enterprise-class 

ETL tool, EII tool, Metadata management tool, ETL design tool, Data 
Profiling, Data Quality or Cleansing, Text analysis of unstructured data, 
and BI 

• Market leading data quality – integrated into the ETL process and 
combined into a single product (Data Services) 

• Need for speed – by offering the easiest to use tool in the market for rapid 
deployment (weeks instead of months) 

Organizations can standardize on a single vendor for their BI and ETL 
technologies, gain trusted information with end-to-end data lineage and impact 
analysis, and maximize productivity for ETL development and administration.   
 

 
 
2. Extract Scenario 1: Customer Dimension Incremental Extract 
 
This scenario demonstrates the extract logic and facilities for a slowly changing 
dimension where history is preserved in the rows using start and end dates.  

Scenario 
Change rows are stored in a change data capture table. This is a table that mirrors the 
source table, but has additional columns that indicate whether a row is an insert, update 
or delete, and a timestamp for the activity. This is what you might see as the result of 
change replication using database replication facilities. The expectation is that the change 
table provides the activity, while the source table shows the current state of the data. 

To properly test the extract, there are four rows for three different conditions. The test 
cases are as follows: 

• Insert of a new customer 
• Update of an existing customer, changing address line 2. 
• Same day insert and later update of a row (within the same batch). 

The goal of this scenario is to show how one would address the issues associated with 
slowly-changing dimension tables where a changed-data capture table is used as input. 
The intent is to also show some of the features available for looking at data values before 
and after update from within the developer’s interface. The demonstration should answer 
the types of questions outlined below. 

• How do you perform a simple lookup from another table? 
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A simple lookup is done within the Query transform.  A function call may be 
created using the function wizard to create the lookup condition. 
 

 
 
 

• Are there any features that automate or simplify the maintenance of slowly 
changing dimensions, or must you do this work yourself? 

 
Yes. Type 1, 2, and 3 slowly changing dimensions are processed using the 
table_comparison transform and the key_generation transform. Type 2 slowly 
changing dimensions will also use the history_preserving transform. 
Table_Comparison: Compares two data sets and produces the difference between 
them as a data set with rows flagged as INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE. 
History_preserving: The History_Preserving transform allows you to produce a 
new row in your target rather than updating an existing row. You can indicate in 
which columns the transform identifies changes to be preserved. 
Key_generation: When it is necessary to generate artificial keys in a table, the 
Key_Generation transform looks up the maximum existing key value from a table 
and uses it as the starting value to generate new keys. 

 
• How do you deal with both inserts and updates against a target table without 

requiring separate logic? 
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The table comparison transform generates operation codes such as insert or 
update. The target table object recognizes the codes and applies the appropriate 
operation. Multiple data streams are not required to deal with insert versus 
update. 

 
• Do you have any problems with locking or staging when retrieving and updating 

rows in the target table as part of the extract? 
 

There are no issues with locking or staging of data when retrieving and updating 
rows in the target table, that are also part of the extract. 

 
• How do you preview source data from within the design interface? 

 
There are two ways: 
 
Data Services Designer, the developers interface, also provides the ability to both 
preview the data as well as profile the source and target data.  By clicking on the 
magnifying glass associated with a source or target table object in a dataflow the 
data preview / profile pane is opened.  Data can also be viewed by selecting a 
table in the object library and with a right click choose view data. 

 
• Can you look at both the input and output data from within the developer interface 

to see how updates were applied? 
 

Yes. Data Services provides an interactive debugging mode from within the 
Designer interface. The debug mode allows conditional breakpoints and filter 
conditions to be applied to the data. When a breakpoint is encountered, the 
developer may analyze the data between any 2 points within the dataflow to 
understand the impact of the transformations. 

 
 

• In the case where you do not preserve history, what steps do you have to take for 
a destructive load? 

 
This is an example of a Slowly Changing Dimension Type 1 (SCD1).  There are 
two ways that Data Services can achieve this.   

• The first approach is to truncate the target table.  This is set in the options 
tab on the target table. 
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The second approach is to use the Table_Comparison transform.  The 
Table_Comparison compares two data sets and produces the difference between 
them as a data set with rows flagged as INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE. 
The Table_Comparison transform allows you to detect and forward changes 
that have occurred since the last time a target was updated. For a destructive 
load, the Table_Comparison will overwrite existing rows. 

 
• Is there any support for managing hierarchies in dimensions? 

 
The Hierarchy_Flatting transform, constructs a complete hierarchy from 
parent/child relationships, then produces a description of the hierarchy in 
vertically or horizontally flattened format. 

 
 
3. Extract Scenario 2: Shipments Fact Table Extract 
 
The purpose of this scenario is to show a more complex extract involving conditional 
logic, calculations, many source tables, multiple lookups, and available facilities for 
dealing with surrogate key matching and validation for dimensional fact tables. 

Scenario 
The goal of this scenario is to show how one would address the more complex issues 
associated with building a fact table. Added complications in the data include common 
problems faced by developers. This includes dealing with missing data (forcing outer 
joins or conditional lookups), varchar and char data type conversions and comparisons, 
and missing values. The demonstration should provide answers to the following types of 
questions. 

• How do you do a lookup based on a multi-column input key? (ship_method_key 
uses both ship_cd and carrier) 

 
The lookup function that we previously used supports data lookups based upon 
multiple input columns.  This is standard functionality. 
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• How would you accomplish the equivalent of an outer join between two tables? 
(the shipments table has some bad product values that won’t join to the product 
tables, there is a non-existent customer number, and the ship_to address is missing 
for a shipment) 

 
The query transform allows not only the mapping of data fields but also provides 
the ability to create the join conditions between tables, as well as create outer 
join conditions, group by, and ordering rules. 
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• Assume the developer forgot to include a table in the metadata so it isn’t present 
but is needed at design time. How does the developer import the metadata so the 
table can be used in this extract? 

 
From within the Data Services Design interface, a developer will double click on 
the name of the datastore that contains the missing table.  This will result in all 
the tables within the datastore being exposed.  The developer will then right click 
on a table and choose the import option.  The table is now available for use 
during the development process.  
 

• How do you do calculations involving values from multiple tables, or 
aggregation? (unit calculations are an example, and missing rows in one table can 
cause difficulties with these calculations) 

 

 
 
Joining of multiple sources is done using the query object within a dataflow. The 
query transform retrieves a data set that satisfies the specified conditions.  A 
query transform is similar to a SQL SELECT statement. 
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The conditional lookups are configured via the lookup_ext function.  This function 
will allow conditional lookups with 1 or more selection criteria and 1 or more 
return values. 
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Calculations are performed within the query transform.  Fields may be calculated 
or summed.  If multi-step calculations need to be performed, multiple query 
transforms may be connected to allow for the required calculation. 
 
Finally, conditional routing of the data is accomplished in this case using the 
validation transform.  The validation transform provides for the creation of 
business rules that may be applied to the data as it is being processed.  The data 
that passes the business rules is entered into the data warehouse and the 
remainder of the records are routed to an error processing table where they will 
be appropriately dealt with. 
 

• What features does the tool have to automate common tasks like keying fact 
tables? 

 
Data Services provides lookup capabilities so that as new values are being loaded 
into the fact tables, they are populated with the correct dimensional keys.  Data 
Services has a pre-built Key_Generation Transform that generates new keys for 
source data, starting from a value based on existing keys in the table you specify. 
This can be used in the case of a primary key violation where the Key_Generation 
is used to generate a unique key then a lookup function is used to the dimensional 
tables. 
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4. Extraction Scenario 3: Open Case 
 

This is an open case. The vendors have been asked to demonstrate something that is 
unique or compelling about their tool. The specific features they show aren’t known in 
advance so there is nothing to include in this portion of the document. 

 

5. Extraction Scenario 4: Time Dimension  
 

This scenario involves building a derived table where there is no data source. The job 
must construct a time dimension based on a fiscal (4-4-5) calendar with a number of 
derived date attributes. The vendors have been asked to explain and demonstrate how one 
would construct a derived table like this where there is no data source and the data must 
be created by the ETL program. 

This sort of extract also shows how vendors deal with looping constructs and conditional 
logic, both of which are needed to work out problems like leap years and fiscal years 
crossing into new calendar years. 

• What facilities are there to generate data? 
 
Data Services has 2 pre-built transforms to generate data: 

• Date_Generation - Generates a column filled with date values based on 
the start and end dates and increment that you provide. 

 
• Row_Generation - Produces a data set with a single column. The column 

values start from zero and increment by one to a specified number of rows. 
 

• Ease of addressing conditional logic and loops. 
 

Conditional logic is implemented by Data Services’s Conditional object.  It is 
used to implement if/then/else logic in a work flow.  To define a conditional, you 
would specify a condition and two logical branches. 
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Loops are implemented in Data Services by using a While Loop to repeat a 
sequence of steps in a work flow as long as a condition is true. 
 

 
 

• Date management and attribute functionality. 
 

Data Services has built-in functions for date management which take input values 
and produce a return value. Procedures take input values and perform a set of 
operations with returning a specific value. Input values can be parameters passed 
into a data flow, values from a column of data, or variables defined inside a 
script.  
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• Does the product recognize time as a specific type of dimension? 
 

Data Services treats the time dimension as it would with any other type 
dimension. 

 
6. Maintenance Features  

 
Post-deployment maintenance is an important aspect of the ETL process. There is no 
specific scenario. Instead, the vendors have been asked to describe and demonstrate 
features available to developers that address the types of questions outlined below. 

• Assume there is a change to the data type of the order_nbr column in the Orders 
dimension. What is the process of tracing the impact of this change and how 
would a developer change the affected extracts? 

 
While many ETL tools claim to offer end-to-end impact analysis, this typically 
means within the context of the ETL environment allowing you to see how a data 
source impacts the target data warehouse. With BusinessObjects Data Services, 
you gain true end-to-end visibility from data source all the way to the BI report. 
As a result, a data warehouse manager can identify the exact BI reports affected 
by a change and notify the respective users. 
 
The Impact and Lineage Analysis module of Metadata Reports provides a simple, 
graphical, and intuitive way to view and navigate through various dependencies 
between objects. 
 
Impact and lineage analysis allows you to identify which objects will be affected if 
you change or remove other connected objects. 
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For example for impact analysis, a typical question might be, “If I drop the 
source column Region from this table, which targets and BI reports will be 
affected?” 
 
For lineage analysis, the question might be, “Where does the data come from that 
populates the Customer_ID column in this target?” 
 
In addition to the objects in your Data Services datastores, Metadata Reports 
impact and lineage analysis allows you to view the connections to other objects 
including Universes, classes and objects, Business Views, Business Elements and 
Fields, and reports (Crystal Reports, Desktop Intelligence documents, and Web 
Intelligence documents). 
 
The reports show the views of both impact analysis, table or column level from 
source to target to universe to report. 
 

 
 
Data Lineage reports are also available.  These reports will show for a given 
object including a report, where the data was sourced from.  Information included 
will be the universe, the data warehouse tables and columns, and the source 
datastore tables and columns, along with the ETL data flows that were used to 
populate the data warehouse. 
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• What source control or version control features are available? 

 
Data Services allows you to create a central repository for storing the master 
copy of a Data Services application. The central repository contains all 
information normally found in a repository such as definitions for each object in 
an application. However, the central repository is merely a storage location for 
this information. To change the information, you must work in a local repository. 
 
A local repository provides a view of the central repository. You can “get” or 
copy objects from the central repository into your local repository. To make 
changes, “check out” an object from the central repository into your local 
repository. While you have an object checked out from the central repository, 
other users cannot change the information.  
 
When done, you “check in” the changed object. When you check in objects, Data 
Services saves the new, modified objects in the central repository. 
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Multiple users working from unique local repositories can connect to the same 
central repository. These users can work on the same application and share their 
work. However, at any given time only one user can check out and change a 
particular object. While an object is checked out to one user, other users can 
“get” the object but cannot make changes that will update the central repository. 
 
The central repository retains each object’s history. Therefore, if you find you 
made a change that did not work as planned, you can revert to a previous version 
of the object. 
 

• What facilities are available for documenting or annotating extracts? 
 

Auto Documentation is an innovative feature that addresses a top maintenance 
requirement for ETL projects. It provides a convenient and comprehensive way to 
view (via a web-browser) and create a printed document for your data integration 
project including all of the objects created with Data Services. Auto 
Documentation reports capture critical information for understanding your Data 
Services jobs so you can see at a glance the entire ETL process. 
 
After creating a project, you can use Auto Documentation reports to quickly 
create a PDF or Microsoft Word file that captures a selection of job, work flow, 
and/or data flow information including graphical representations and key 
mapping details. The types of information provided by Auto Documentation 
reports include: 
 
• Object properties - Apply to work flows, data flows, and R/3 data flows 
• Variables and parameters—Apply to jobs, work flows, data flows, and R/3 

data flows 
• Table usage - Shows all tables used in this object and its child objects. 

For example for a data flow, table usage information includes datastores and 
the source and target tables for each. 

• Thumbnails - An image that reflects the selected object with respect to all 
other objects in the parent container.  

• Mapping tree - Applies to data flows 
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Sample auto doc output for Promotion Dimension 
 

• How does a developer compare and find differences between an extract that has 
been deployed in production and one in the repository / development 
environment? 

 
With the Central Object Library, you can also compare two objects—such as two 
different object versions in the central repository, or an object in your local 
repository—to an object in the central repository. By comparing two objects, you 
can determine what parts of an object changed and decide whether you want to 
revert to an older version of an object. 
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• How does a developer address production deployment and rollback of jobs? 
 

Data Services includes a central repository component that is used to support 
multi-user development. The central repository provides a shared object library 
allowing developers to check objects in and out of their local repositories.  The 
central repository also provides version control and support for project 
migration.  When existing reusable objects such as workflows, dataflows 
(including mappings) are checked out of the central repository and changed a 
new version of that object will be generated when that object is checked back in to 
the central repository. The central repository preserves all versions of all objects 
in the application so you can revert to a previous version if necessary. 

 
7. Operations and Deployment 

 
To show features available for scheduling and monitoring, we are using the complete set 
of extracts for the dimension and fact tables. The vendors have been asked to show how 
dependencies between the various extracts are configured, how a schedule for execution 
is created, and how the extract jobs are monitored. The goal is to show product features 
related to the types of questions outlined below. 

• What is the executable unit of work in the product? 
 

The ‘JOB’ is the executable unit of work within Data Services. 
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• Demonstrate how execution dependencies between jobs are set up (e.g. fact table 

doesn’t load until dimension tables have loaded). 
 
Dependencies for data loads are typically handled within a Data Services job, 
such that a Work Flow is created for the loading of the dimension tables, as well 
as a dependent Work Flow for the loading of the Fact table(s).  These are 
graphically shown in the GUI with lines connecting the objects.  Objects that are 
not connected are independent and will run in parallel. 

 
 

• How do you make a change to the dependencies? 
 

By changing the order of connected objects, you will change the order of 
dependencies. 

 
• How do schedule-based initiation and event-based initiation of jobs work? 

 
Schedule based jobs are managed via the web based administrator.  From within 
this environment a user may schedule a job to execute on a periodic basis.  The 
job may also be exported, creating an executable batch file that may be called 
from any third party scheduling utility. 

 
Event-based jobs are managed also via the web based administrator.  Data 
Services may be triggered by real-time events using the access server 
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The Access Server is a real-time, request-reply message broker that collects 
message requests, routes them to a real-time service, and delivers a message 
reply within a user-specified time frame. The Access Server queues messages and 
sends them to the next available real-time service across any number of 
computing resources.  
 

 
 

• How can execution be monitored by a developer within the development 
environment, and by an administrator outside the development environment? 
Explain the mechanisms available for monitoring execution and sending alerts if 
there are problems. 

 
Operational dashboard reports provide graphical depictions of Data Services job 
execution statistics. This feedback allows you to view at a glance the status and 
performance of your job executions for one or more repositories over a given time 
period. You can then use this information to streamline and monitor your job 
scheduling and management for maximizing overall efficiency and performance. 
There are two categories of dashboards: Job Execution Statistics and Job 
Execution Duration. Each category contains a current (snapshot) report and a 
historical (trend) report. Hence, the dashboards in the top row provide a snapshot 
for the last 24 hours, and the dashboards on the bottom row display trends over 
the last 7 days. 
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• Job execution statistics— Left side of dashboards home page. These reports 
depict job execution statistics—how many jobs succeeded or had errors: 

o Current (snapshot) pie chart 
o Historical (trend) bar chart 
 

• Job execution duration—Right side of page. These reports depict how long it 
took the jobs to run and whether those run times were within acceptable 
limits: 

o Current (snapshot) speedometer 
o Historical (trend) line chart 

 
 

 
 
Data Quality Dashboard 
Another unique feature is the ability to also monitor the data quality level. 
Analyze the percentage of data that pass or failed your data validation rules and 
drill into detailed reports on your data quality.  
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8. Pricing 

 
Since pricing is so variable we asked for information about the licensing policies and how 
costs are calculated. 

For ETL , there is the added complication of sizing. Depending on the tools, you may 
need a large, small, or no ETL server. You may also need to expand the warehouse or 
source servers to accommodate the workload. How you configure your environment can 
affect the pricing of the software. 

 

Basic criteria: 

Is there a per seat cost for developers? Yes 

Is there a per seat cost for administrators? Yes 

Is there a price per server by CPU? Per core? Yes, per CPU core. 

Is the price different for different server operating systems? No 

Are there per source or per target server / instance charges? No 

Are there additional source / target connector charges? Depends on the edition.  

Is there a charge for development or test environments? No. 

How is maintenance charged? What is the range if it is a percent of some set of costs? 
Yes, there is a maintenance charge.  

How many different editions or bundles are offered? 

There are bundles and editions providing solutions for enterprises of all sizes from large 
to medium and small sized organizations. 
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Are there additional charges for team-based development, e.g. source control, project-
level security, role-based access? Yes, for certain editions. 

 

Please provide an estimated list price and support cost for these two scenarios: 

 

Scenario 1: Department / project level ETL 
A single data warehouse, with one ETL project 

3 ETL developers, 1 administrator / operations role 

2 different (non-legacy) database source types, and some file-based extracts 

1 target database server 

One production environment 

One test and development environment 

Small volumes of raw data moved through standard star-schema style batch extract, with 
the total target warehouse size of 180 GB of data (60GB of data loaded per year). 

Standard next-business-day support 

 

 

 

Scenario 2: Enterprise ETL 
Multiple data warehouses/marts with several different ETL projects 

10 ETL developers, 3 administrator / operations roles 

3 different (non-legacy) database source types, file-based extracts, one SAP source 
system, requirement to consume XML formatted data 

3 target database servers for warehouses / marts 

3 production environments for the three projects (but infrastructure, repositories, etc. is 
centrally managed) 

3 half-scale development environments 

3 half-scale test environments 

Moderate volumes of raw data moved through standard star-schema style batch extracts 
for two projects, with the total target sizes of each at 500 GB of data (~160 GB of data 
loaded per year). 

One larger project environment with 2 TB of data (~650GB of data loaded per year), 
through more complex rules in batch mode, plus small amounts of data streaming in 
through your choice of either message queues / ESB / event publishing and then 
processed through your choice of either on-demand or in mini-batches. Specify the 
preferred option for streaming data consumption for the purpose of this pricing exercise. 
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Note: this environment requires team-based development support and project-level 
security and roles. 

Enterprise level (same-day response) support including off-hours and weekends 

 

 

9. Performance Features 
 

There is no easy way in a class setting to demonstrate performance. Instead, the vendors 
have been asked to describe features in the product that specifically address performance 
needs and answer common performance questions like the following. 

• What features are available to deal with large volumes of source data? 
 

Table partitioning enables Data Services to parallelize data loading. Data 
Services leverages partitioned tables by spawning a thread for each partition, and 
running all threads in parallel. Partitioning can be defined for source, target, or 
both.  
 

• How does a developer set up or create an extract that can execute in parallel? 
Does it require special transforms or is it the same ETL logic regardless of 
parallel degree? Does it require changes to the database like table partitioning? 

 
Degree of parallelism allows the value for parallel processing to be specified 
within a data flow. A degree of parallelism of 4 instructs Data Services to 
replicate all transforms in the data flow four times and execute them in parallel 
streams – thus spawning additional threads. By spawning more threads, Data 
Services is able to leverage the power of each and every CPU on a server, 
providing the maximum throughput possible.   This option is set from the 
properties of a data flow object. 
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• What features are available for caching of source data or lookup values, and what 
are the limitations? 

 
Performance of data transformations that occur in memory can be improved by 
caching as much data as possible. Caching data reduces the number of times the 
system must access the database. Data Services supports caching of tables, joins, 
lookups, and table comparisons.  
 
Data Services provides the following types of caches that your data flow can use 
for all of the operations it contains: 

• In-memory - Use in-memory cache when your data flow processes a 
small amount of data that fits in memory. 

• Pageable cache - Use pageable cache when your data flow processes 
a very large amount of data that does not fit in memory. When 
memory-intensive operations (such as Group By and Order By) exceed 
available memory, Data Services uses pageable cache to complete the 
operation. 

 
Data Services extends the maximum amount of memory you can use by using a 
packaged memory tool with paging capabilities. This capability means that Data 
Services uses disk space instead of memory to store information, which enables 
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Data Services to use unlimited memory (limited only by disk space). This feature 
supports memory-intensive operations like joining heterogeneous sources, 
aggregations in memory, large lookups, and also supports some memory-
intensive transforms. Now, instead of pushing these operations down to the 
database, you can perform all of these operations in Data Services without 
running out of memory. 
 
The Persistent Cache feature of Data Services allows you to store a large amount 
of table data to which multiple data flows require access. For example, you might 
have a very large lookup table that you want to cache in memory. You can store 
the lookup table in a persistent cache table which Data Services quickly pages 
into memory when each data flow executes. 
 
There are three possible cache specifications for lookup functions and table 
comparison objects: 
 
• ‘NO_CACHE’ - Reads values from the translate_table for every row without 

caching values. 
 

• ‘PRE_LOAD_CACHE’ - Loads the return_column_list, compare_column (see 
condition_list), and orderby_column_list into memory after applying constant 
filters and before executing the function. 
 

Select this option if the number of rows in the table is small or you expect 
to access a high percentage of the table values. 
 

• ‘DEMAND_LOAD_CACHE’ - Loads return_column_list, compare_column 
(see condition_list), and orderby_column_list into memory as the function 
identifies them.  
 

Select this option if the number of rows in the table is large and you expect 
to frequently access a low percentage of table values. 
 
Select this option when you use the table in multiple lookups and the 
compare conditions are highly selective, resulting in a small subset of 
data. 
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• How can the product be configured to run extracts on more than one physical 
server, if this capability is available? What must the developer do differently to 
take advantage of these features? 

 
This is supported by Data Services’s Grid Computing. Grid computing allows you 
to define a server group that is networked in a grid. When a new ETL process is 
initiated, it will run on the least utilized server. This is determined by CPU and 
memory availability on the server. This provides fail-over support and high 
availability and throughput.  

 
• Can individual extracts be parallelized to run across servers? 
 

Data Services provides the ability to distribute the workload across multiple 
CPUs in a grid. Data Services provides capabilities to distribute CPU-intensive 
and memory-intensive data processing work (such as join, grouping, table 
comparison and lookups) across multiple CPUs and computers. This work 
distribution provides the following potential benefits: 

• Better memory management by taking advantage of more CPU resources 
and physical memory 

• Better job performance and scalability by using concurrent sub data flow 
execution to take advantage of grid computing  
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You can create sub data flows so that Data Services does not need to process the 
entire data flow in memory at one time. You can also distribute the sub data flows 
to different job servers within a server group to use additional memory and CPU 
resources. 

 
• Are there grid / concurrent processing capabilities? If so, how do they work? 

 
You can distribute the execution of a job or a part of a job across multiple Job 
Servers within a Server Group to better balance resource-intensive operations. A 
server group automatically measures resource availability on each Job Server in 
the group and distributes scheduled batch jobs to the Job Server with the lightest 
load at runtime. 
 
When you execute a job, you can specify the following values on the Distribution 
Level option: 

• Job level - An entire job can execute on an available Job Server. 
• Data flow level - Each data flow within a job can execute on an available 

Job Server and can take advantage of additional memory (up to two 
gigabytes) for both in-memory and pageable cache on another computer. 

• Sub data flow level - A resource-intensive operation (such as a sort, table 
comparison, or table lookup) within a data flow can execute on an 
available Job Server. Each operation can take advantage of up to two 
gigabytes additional memory for both in-memory and pageable cache on 
another computer. 
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